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The Monte Carlo-Mean Field (MC-MF) approach rests up on deriving an effective spin fermion
model containing classical and quantum degrees of freedom from an interacting many body problem.
The effective model allows us to build in non-trivial thermal fluctuations and was shown to compare
well against finite T Determinantal Quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) on half filled square lattice
Hubbard model. In this case it was shown that MC-MF could capture formation of local moments
in the high T paramagnetic phase and could also reproduce the non monotonic dependence of
antiferromagnetic ordering temperature (TN ) on local correlation strength U . Here, we study the
effect of frustration at half filling by introducing next nearest hopping (t′), with t′/t < 0. We
benchmark low temperature U − t′ phases against literature, present evolution of magnetic phases
with temperature and establish that, for intermediate to large t′, a pseudogapped (PG) metal
separates small U Fermi Liquid and large U Mott insulator. We study the evolution of this metal
with temperature and map out the U and t′ variation of the PG to normal metal crossover scale
(T ∗). From temperature dependence of resistivity, optical conductivity and low T single particle
spectral function calculations, we demonstrate that properties of this pseudogapped metal deviates
strongly from a Fermi liquid, track these deviations with U and t′ and show how thermally induced
spin fluctuations assisted spectral weight transfer, can lead to formation of the PG metal.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental questions in strongly corre-
lated systems is the fate of a Fermi liquid (FL) un-
der strong correlation and frustration effects. Intimately
tied to this, are the understanding of important issues
in materials theory such as, the pseudogapped phase in
the doped cuprates1,2, non Fermi liquid (n-FL) behavior
in the the heavy fermion compounds3,4 and rare earth
nickelates5–7. With these questions in mind, the Hubbard
model, with nearest (t) and next nearest hopping (t′) and
its variants, has continued to be in focus of intense inves-
tigations using a host of approaches such as Hartree-Fock
mean field theory8–13 quantum Monte-Carlo12,14–17, vari-
ational methods18, Gutzwiller projected wave-function
approach19,20, slave boson theory21, dynamical mean
field theories22–26 and effective spin models at large
U27–31.
It is well established that the Slater insulating state at
half filling and weak interaction strength (U), is desta-
bilized due to particle hole symmetry breaking for any
non zero t′ and results in a FL metal. Upon increasing
U , this metal undergoes a Mott transition with either
(pi, pi) or (pi, 0)/(0,pi) magnetic order depending on the
strength of the next nearest hopping t′. The investiga-
tion of t′ induced metallic state and its evolution using
dynamical cluster approximation (DCA) in the paramag-
netic phase23,24 and cluster-dynamical mean field theory
(CDMFT)25,26 has lead to the following major conclu-
sions. For small t′/t ∼ −0.3, increasing U causes the
metal to undergo a two stage transition. Instead of di-
rectly going from a metal to a Mott insulator, there
is an intermediate regime where the Fermi surface is
gapped out along the (pi, 0) and (0, pi) directions first
while the (pi, pi) direction remains gapless. The total den-
sity of states (DOS) shows a pseudogap and the metal is
predicted to be a n-FL. Further, renormalization group
studies32–34 suggest possible tetragonal or C4 rotation
symmetry breaking of the Fermi surface as has also been
found in the studies of the t-J model35–37. In spite of
these important advances, there are a very few results for
finite temperature properties38 and nature of the metal-
lic state stabilized by frustration23,24. Both (CDMFT)38
and (DCA)23,24 assume a paramagnetic background and
suffer from well known analytic continuation issues (as
they are typically formulated in imaginary time). Thus
the role of magnetic background and impact of tempera-
ture has remains inadequately understood.
In this paper we use the MC-MF approach to study
the t − t′ Hubbard model. The MC-MF approach is
a method based on Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) decom-
position of the interaction Hamiltonian by introducing
auxiliary fields (Aux. F.) just as in DQMC. It deviates
from DQMC as it retains only thermally induced aux-
iliary fields fluctuations. Thus, the method reduces to
an unrestricted Hartree-Fock at T=0, but becomes pro-
gressively accurate when temperature increases where up
on thermal fluctuations dominate over dynamical fluctu-
ations of (Aux. F.)39. We stress that the approach is
not a simple finite T unrestricted Hartree-Fock calcula-
tion. The incorporation of spatially inhomogeneous ther-
mal (Aux. F.) fluctuations, treated within a classical
Monte Carlo coupled with the exact diagonalization of
the coupled fermion (quantum) problem, as discussed in
the methods section, allows incorporation of non-trivial
correlation effects and has been benchmarked in a num-
ber of previous publications. The method has been re-
cently applied successfully in the one40 and two band
Hubbard models at finite temperatures41 and to study
the problem of Anderson-Hubbard model42. It has also
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2been used to study frustrated system43 and BEC-BCS
crossover44. Further, the method has been shown to be
easily parallelizable, there by allowing the study of the
Hubbard model on up to 2562 and 403 systems45. With
these benchmarks and applications, in the present pa-
per we apply the method to study the finite temperature
properties of the t − t′ Hubbard model. Our goal is to
present a comprehensive study of the model using MC-
MF for a wide range of temperature, frustration and cor-
relation strength. While at finite T the method is known
to work well and we will primarily focus on this regime,
we would also like to examine how the method performs
in comparison to literature at low T where (Aux. F.)
dynamics are likely to be important. Let us briefly sum-
marize our results to begin with:
1. We first demonstrate that all the T = 0 phases pre-
viously reported, are captured within the MC-MF at low
T . These include a continuous phase transition boundary
between non magnetic metal to a magnetic Mott insula-
tor phase boundary in the U − t′ plane. The magnetic
orders in the Mott state are either G-type (q = (pi, pi)) or
collinear A-type (q = (pi, 0) or q = (0, pi)), depending on
the value of t′. At very large U and close to the G-type
- A-type magnetic phase transition boundary, we find a
paramagnetic insulator with local moments and power
law spin correlations, which is a likely candidate for a
spin liquid (SL) state.
2. We then present the finite T magnetic phase di-
agrams that include evolution of the magnetic phase
boundaries and the high T preformed local moment
regime with frustration and correlation. We also study
the behaviour of the power low correlation in the the spin
liquid phase with temperature.
3. We map the finite T − t′ metal insulator phase dia-
grams to establish the existence of PG metal, determine
the temperature assisted PG to normal metal transition
and show how the pseudogapped state is stabilized by
thermally generated spatially inhomogeneous spin fluc-
tuations.
4. From the behavior of resistivity with temperature,
we show a continuous crossover from a small U and small
t′ Fermi liquid (FL) to the PG metal that violates Fermi
liquid predictions. We call this PG metal as a non Fermi
liquid. We find that this metal resides in a narrow regime
(on the metallic side) of the PM-M and Mott insulating
boundary.
5. We end by showing the evolution of single particle
spectral function across the FL to n-FL crossover and re-
late it to spin fluctuation driven spectral weight transfer.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
briefly discuss effective Hamiltonian derived from the
many body problem. In Sect. III we present our main
results and conclude the paper in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL & METHOD
The t− t′ Hubbard model is as follows:
H = Ho +H1 (1)
= −t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(c†i,σcj,σ + h.c.)
− t′
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉,σ
(c†i,σcj,σ + h.c.) + U
∑
i
ni,↑ni,↓
Here the model is defined on the 2D square lattice with t
being the nearest neighbour hopping and t′ being the
next nearest neighbor hopping. U is the correlation
strength and Ho and H1 denote the kinetic and inter-
action Hamiltonians respectively.
To apply the Hubbard Stratonovich (HS) decomposi-
tion,we first write the local interaction term as a sum of
squares of total on site density and spin operator. In the
Appendix subsection A, we provide detailed derivation
of the effective one body Hamiltonian, that is obtained
from the many body problem after employing HS trans-
formation and retaining only the temperature induced
spatial fluctuations of the (Aux. F.)s. For continuity of
the main paper, we mention that two (Aux. F.) are in-
troduced, a vector quantity mi and a scalar (Aux. F.)
φi at every site of the lattice i. They couple to the spin
and the charge degrees of freedom respectively. With the
introduction of these fields, as shown in the Appendix,
we get the following effective Hamiltonian, which is used
in the paper:
Heff = Ho +
U
2
∑
i
(〈ni〉ni −mi.σi) (2)
+
U
4
∑
i
(mi
2 − 〈ni〉2)− µ
∑
i
ni
We confine our calculations to the regime of t′/t <
0. In the rest of the paper, we will refer only to the
magnitude of the ratio of t′ to t, the negative sign will be
suppressed. We will measure all energy scales in units of
the nearest neighbor hopping t.
The method of classical Monte-Carlo coupled with ex-
act diagonalization used to solve Eq. 2 is discussed in
Appendix subsection B. Here we, very briefly, outline
the scheme. For our calculation, we start choose a back-
ground configuration of (Aux. F.), at a high tempera-
ture, then diagonalize the system in that (Aux. F.) back-
ground. We then update the (Aux. F.), re-diagonalize
the coupled fermion problem. The free energy differ-
ence is used to accept the (Aux. F.) update. After ad-
equate thermalization system sweeps (involving update
attempts by visiting each site sequentially), we generate
equilibrium configurations of (Aux. F.) from which ob-
servables are calculated. We typically anneal down to a
very low temperature 0.005t. This is the lowest temper-
ature of our calculation. For purpose of brevity we will
3FIG. 1. Low temperature U − t′ phase diagram. The vari-
ous phases obtained are a paramagnetic metal (PM-M), q =
(pi, pi), (G-type) antiferromagnetic insulator AF1-I; q = (pi, 0)
/ q = (0, pi), (A-type), antiferromagnetic insulator AF2-I;
and a spin liquid (SL) insulator. For 5.2 < U/t < 6, there is
a re-entrant insulator to metal transition around t′/t ∼ 0.8.
The data was obtained on a 322 system. The open circles,
crosses and open squares are data reproduced from L. Toc-
chio et al. PRB 78, 041101 (2008). These are discussed in the
text. The phase diagram is calculated at the lowest tempera-
ture TL = 0.005t. In the PM-M, the dashed line indicates the
crossover between Fermi liquid and non Fermi liquid regime.
The dashed line is a guide to the eye, the crossover is smooth,
see text for details.
denote this temperature as TL in what follows. A num-
ber of indicators were calculated, density of states (DOS)
N(ω), static spin structure factor Sq, real space spin-spin
correlation function C(r), optical conductivity σ(ω), real
space distribution of magnitudes of the auxiliary field mi
(P (|m|)), quantum local moment distribution P (M), lo-
cal fermion moment, and single particle spectral function
A(k, ω). The definitions of these standard indicators are
given in the Appendix subsection C.
III. RESULTS
Let us begin with the low temperature phases and
the evolution of magnetic states with temperature. We
will then focus on metal insulator transitions and finally
discuss the FL to n-FL crossover. At the out set we
would like to stress that true magnetic order in 2D is re-
alised only at T = 0, so the magnetic transition tempera-
tures mentioned here at finite T should be considered as
temperature scale below which the magnetic correlation
length is of the order of the system size46.
1. Low temperature phases: Fig. 1 shows the U − t′
phase diagram at the lowest temperature of our calcula-
tion (TL). The t
′/t = 0, the half filled Hubbard model on
a square lattice is a, Fermi surface nesting driven, Slater
insulator at weak coupling and a Mott insulator at strong
coupling. In Fig. 1 we see that the small U/t(∼ 2) insu-
lator is destroyed at small values of t′, as is expected due
to lifting of the particle hole symmetry. With increas-
ing t′, we find that the insulating state survives only for
U ≥ Ucrit. The contour of Ucrit is shown in the figure
with solid black line and square symbols and demarcates
the metal-insulator boundary. We see in the figure that
the metal-insulator boundary has a non monotonic be-
havior with increasing t′/t, with Ucrit being largest at
t′/t = 0.8. Concomitant with the MIT, there are mag-
netic transitions, a paramagnet (PM) to G-type antifer-
romagnet (AF1) for t′/t ≤ 0.8 and a PM to A type an-
tiferromagnet (AF2) for t′/t > 0.8. For U/t ∼ 20 and
0.6 ≤ t′/t ≤ 0.8, our calculations predict a correlated
paramagnetic phase which is highly likely to be a can-
didate for a spin liquid phase. As will be discussed ex-
tensively in the paper, for t′/t ≥ 0.2, the PM-M that
lies in the vicinity of the MIT boundary, show violations
of Fermi liquid properties for a wide temperature range.
We broadly call this phase a non Fermi liquid (n-FL).
Within numerical accuracy, the violation of FL behavior
is restricted to t′/t ≥ 0.2. The dashed line is a rough
demarcation for the FL to n-FL crossover.
Our calculations indicate that the metal-insulator
transition is continuous for t′ > 0.3t and weakly first
order for smaller t′ values, consistent with previous
Hartree-Fock9,10 and single site dynamical mean field
theory (DMFT) calculations22. Our re-entrant MIT win-
dow, of U/t ∈ [5.2, 6] for t′/t ∼ 0.8, is also con-
sistent with literature10. The largest Ucrit occurs for
t′/t = 0.8 where the two Mott phases with different
magnetic (AF1 and AF2) orders meet, making the Mott
state susceptible to fluctuations. Our overall MIT bound-
ary also agree qualitatively with Gutzwiller variational
calculations19,20, depicted by open squares. Although to
the best of our knowledge, none of the Gutzwiller vari-
ational calculations, report re-entrant MIT around the
AF1-AF2 boundary. This may be a result of the choice
of variational states or simply a matter of carrying out
calculations on a fine t′ and U grid, around the AF1-AF2
boundary.
Finally, the Gutzwiller results for (AF1-I to AF2-I)
transition is shown by crosses and the SL boundary are
shown by crosses and open circles. Thus, our (AF1 to
AF2) and the SL phase boundaries are also in excellent
agreement with the Gutzwiller variational results. An-
other independent estimate of the SL regime at large U ,
can be obtained from S=1/2, J1 − J2 Heisenberg model
studies, where J1 and J2 are the nearest and next near-
est neighbor couplings respectively. For the ratio J2/J1
ranging from 0.4 and 0.6, a spin liquid phase47,48 has
been reported. Below J2/J1 = 0.4 the spin model has
a G type ground state while above 0.6, it is in a AF2
phase. In Fig. 1, we see that at very large U ∼ 22t, the
t′/t ratio bounding the SL phase are 0.6 and 0.8. Using
a crude mapping of J1 ∼ t2/U and J2 ∼ t′2/U , we have
the ratio of J2/J1 ∝ t′2/t2. Since t ≡ 1, the bounds of
4FIG. 2. (a) show the TN for various t
′ values as function of
U/t. The t′ values are marked on the curves. For t′/t = 0,
0.4 and 0.6, the magnetic phase is AF1, while for t′/t = 1,
the magnetic order is AF2 (the magenta with diamonds).
The solid symbols represent corresponding magnetic transi-
tions from three dimensional results on 83 systems. The var-
ious dashed and dot-dashed lines and the regions to the right
of each of these are pseudogapped metallic regime with pre-
formed local moments. The dashed and dot-dashed line and
the shading of region to the right are color coded to the cor-
responding TN shown in open symbols. (b) and (c) show the
static magnetic structure factors for U/t = 4 and U/t = 8 re-
spectively, for different t′ values as indicated. In (b) we show
the q= (pi, pi) case only while in (c) the magenta line (with
diamonds) show the q= (0, pi)/(pi, 0) structure factor, rest of
the curves are for q= (pi, pi).
the SL phase is from 0.36 to 0.64, which is in reasonable
agreement with the Heisenberg model results.
2. Evolution of magnetic phases with temperature: We
now focus on the U − T phase diagrams showing the
magnetic phases for different t′ values in Fig. 2 (a). For
t′/t = 0 we see the expected non monotonic behavior of
TN for q= (pi, pi) with U/t. The fact that the MC-MF
approach captures this non-trivial behavior and the t2/U
scaling of TN at large U/t was established in detail on our
earlier work39. The t′/t = 0, TN is shown by the solid line
with circles in panel (a). We also see that as a general
trend, with t′ increase, TN for G type magnetic order
(AF1) is suppressed and the region of preformed local
moment with pseudogapped DOS is pushed to higher U .
Beyond t′/t = 0.8, however apart from TN for G type
magnetic order going to zero we see the emergence of the
A type (AF2) phase.
In this regime, for t′/t < 0.6, we have checked that the
inverse U scaling of TN survives as is expected for per-
turbation calculation31. However on further increasing t′,
here shown for 0.6t, the q= (pi, pi) magnetic order is lim-
FIG. 3. (a) shows the real space spin correlation C(r) as a
function of the Manhattan distance, r =
∑
i∈xˆ,yˆ |ri|, between
the spins, at TL. The data is shown for U/t = 2 and 22 and
t′/t = 0.7. (b) shows C(r = 1) and C(r = 2) as a function of
temperature for the same t′ and U/t = 22. (c) and (d) show
the momentum space map of Sq for U/t = 2 and U/t = 22
respectively, at T = TL. All results is shown for 32
2 real space
system.
ited to finite range in U , with the non magnetic metal for
U ≤ 5t and the SL phase for U ≥ 20t. Thus, as the AF1-
SL boundary is approached there is an exponential sup-
pression of TN . Further, as in literature
28, we find this
low temperature transition from the G type magnetic or-
dered state to the spin liquid phase to be continuous.
The magenta curve with diamonds, show the emergence
of the AF2 phase beyond t′/t = 0.8. We also show TN
data for three dimensional 83 systems with solid symbols
for some cases to show the qualitative correctness of 2D
calculations.
The magnetic structure factors for U = 4t in Fig. 2 (b)
shows the gradual suppression of the q= (pi, pi) magnetic
order with increasing t′, leading to a PM. In panel (c)
we see that at U = 8t, the suppression in the q= (pi, pi)
order eventually leads to emergence of q= (pi, 0) or (0, pi)
order with increasing t′ at low T . The TN extracted from
these data are used to construct the panel (a).
The different dashed lines in panel (a) indicate the
crossover line between the normal PM metal to a pseu-
dogapped metal with preformed local moments (p-LM)
on the right. We observe that the T ∗ line and the p-LM
regime shifts to larger U/t with increasing t′ and is due
to frustration driven suppression of local moment. This
point is discussed in Fig. 6.
3. Spin liquid state: We now discuss on the correlated
PM phase. In Fig. 3 we characterize this phase, that
exists for 0.6 < t′/t < 0.8 and U ≥ 20t, along with its
5FIG. 4. Panel (a) shows a magnified version of Fig. 1 focusing
on the regime of re-entrant metal insulator transition. Panels
(b) and (c) show the density of states (DOS) at TL for U/t=
5.6 and 8 respectively and various t′ values as indicated. Panel
(d) shows the evolution of DOS with U for a fixed t′ = 0.8t.
All DOS data are shown for T = TL.
temperature dependence.
We define the spin liquid state as a state with no long
range magnetic order but having short range spin-spin
correlations. This by itself does not prove the existence of
spin liquid, but is consistent with its definition. Moreover
strong coupling spin models have explicitly shown its sta-
bility by calculating topological entanglement entropy28.
In the same paper, the spin liquid state is shown to be
stable in 0.41 ≤ J2/J1 ≤ 0.62. Using a crude estimate
that J1 ∼ t2/U and J2 ∼ t′2/U , the SL phase should oc-
cur within 0.64 ≤ t′/t ≤ 0.79. This is precisely where we
have our prediction for the SL state in our calculation in
Fig. 1. Further, at such strong coupling, charge fluctu-
ations are almost completely gapped, thus a slave rotor
type analysis would most likely give rise to spinon excita-
tions. Given these plausibility arguments, we tentatively
suggest this correlated PM phase to be a SL.
As shown in Fig. 3 (a), at t′/t = 0.7 and U/t = 2 there
is negligible spin-spin correlations (green triangles). As
opposed to that, for U/t = 22 and same t′, there is clear
spin-spin correlation for nearest neighbor spins, that de-
cays exponentially with increasing r. Fitting to a form
∝ e−r/ξ, yields a correlation length ξ ∼ 0.55 in units of
lattice spacing. This feature distinguishes between the
PM and SL phases shown in Fig. 1 at TL. In panel (b),
we show the decay of the spin correlation for nearest and
next nearest neighbor cases with temperature. It is ob-
vious that the spin correlations decay and eventually the
SL goes over to a PM. Our numerical also indicate that
the decay follows a temperature power law T−0.04.
Panel (c) and (d) show the map of Sq in the momen-
tum space. For U/t = 2, the static magnetic structure
factor is featureless and smooth, implying no spin-spin
correlations. However in (d) in the SL phase we see in-
homogeneous weights distributed over the Brillouin zone,
implying short range real space spin correlations and no
long range magnetic order. Detailed study of the SL
phase and its characterization will be reported elsewhere.
4. Metal insulator transitions: In Fig. 4 (a) we repro-
duce Fig. 1 with a smaller range in U along the x axis,
to expand the re-entrant, insulator to metal to insula-
tor, phase transition that occurs for a small regime of
U/t ∈ [5.2, 6] and t′/t ∼ 0.8. For clarity we only show
the PM-M, AF1-I and AF2-I phases. To facilitate discus-
sions of metal-insulator transitions at finite temperature,
we focus on four U values, namely 4t, 5.6t, 6t and 8t and
discuss the DOS at various t′ values. The locations of
the first three of these are shown by vertical dashed lines
in panel (a).
Let us begin by briefly discussing the nature of DOS in
the metallic phase at T = TL. In (b) and (c) we show the
evolution of DOS with t′ for fixed U/t = 5.6 and 8 respec-
tively. For U/t = 5.6, we find that the Mott gap reduces
with increasing t′/t, closes for t′/t ∼ 0.6 and evolves into
a pseudogapped DOS and then opens up for t′/t ∼ 0.9,
clearly showing re-entrant insulator to metal to insulator
transition. Typical data is shown in panel (b), where we
see a sharp PG state for t′ = 0.8t. In (c) for U = 8t,
the DOS always remains gapped, with a magnetic phase
transition happening at t′/t = 0.8, as mentioned earlier.
For U = 4t (not shown), the DOS has a transition from
gapped to pseudogapped phase at t′/t = 0.5. To sum-
marize, we find that the three red (dashed) lines depict
the case of insulator to metal transition for U/t = 4, re-
entrant transition for U/t = 5.6 while for U = 6t the
metallic region shrinks to a point at T = TL. Finally for
U/t = 8, the system always remains insulating.
Panel (d) shows variation of DOS at TL with U at a
fixed t′/t(= 0.8). Here, we find that beyond U/t ∼ 0.5
the DOS begins to develop a small pseudogap like feature.
It progressively deepens and for U = 6t, the weight at the
chemical potential (µ) is suppressed to zero. Represen-
tative data are shown in panel (d). The reason for this
pseudogapped behavior and its evolution is intimately
tied to enhancement of local moment fluctuations, which
we will discuss next. For now we turn to the finite tem-
perature metal insulator properties.
For the temperature vs t′ phase diagrams shown in
Fig. 5 (a) to (c), the finite T metal-insulator phase
boundaries are determined by studying the behavior of
the optical conductivity (σ(ω)) with ω. For a metal there
has to be a constant DOS close to the Fermi energy. Thus
ωσ(ω) should have a linear dependence on ω as ω → 0.
For an insulator there is typically a gap in σ(ω) up to
some finite frequency starting from ω = 0.
Data depicting these behaviors are shown in Fig 5 (d)
to (f) for the phase diagram shown in panel (b). (d) to (f)
thus show ωσ(ω) vs ω for U/t = 5.6 at three different t′/t
6FIG. 5. The temperature vs t′ phase diagrams for different
U values as indicated in panels (a) to (c). All phases are the
finite T extensions of their counterpart in Fig. 1. The lower
panels (d) to (f) show the frequency times optical conductivity
ωσ(ω) for U/t = 5.6 and three t′ values. The t′ values are
mentioned in the panels. In each of the bottom panels, data
is shown for two temperature values. These are discussed in
the main text. In panels (d) to (f) solid lines are a guide to
eye.
values 0.6, 0.9 and 1, respectively. In each of these panels,
σ(ω) is shown for two temperature values, one below and
one above the metal insulator transition temperature. In
(d) and (f), we see non linear dependence of ωσ(ω) on ω
for the low T cases, implying an insulating state. In both
these cases, at high T there is a clear linear dependence
of ωσ(ω) on ω signifying a insulator to metal transition
with temperature. In panel (e), at t′/t = 0.9, ωσ(ω) ∼ ω,
for both low and high T . By performing an extensive
numerical calculation for optical conductivity, the phase
diagrams in top panel (a) to (c) are extracted.
In (a), we see that the MIT boundary has a nega-
tive slope with temperature. At this U , increasing tem-
perature, across the MIT boundary, causes a simulta-
neous loss of long range magnetic order and insulating
nature. However, local moments and pseudogap (shown
as the dotted region) persists to a fairly high tempera-
ture. In panel (b), for t′/t < 0.7, the loss of long range
(AF1) magnetic order with increasing T , first leads to
an insulating phase with preformed local moments. The
metallization occurs up on further increasing tempera-
ture. Further we see that increasing t′, weakens the AF1
magnetic order and brings down the insulator to metal
transition temperature. For t′/t ≥ 0.9, we see quite the
opposite behavior. Here increasing t′/t increases the in-
sulator to metal transition temperature and strengthens
the AF2 magnetic order. In the intermediate regime
0.7 < t′/t < 0.9, the system is a pseudogapped metal.
The pseudogapped to normal metal transition tempera-
ture is quite high and is shown for certain cases in Fig. 2.
The finite temperature DOS for this will be discussed in
context of Fig. 6.
FIG. 6. Preformed local moment regime: Panel (a) presents
the evolution of DOS with temperature and shows the pseu-
dogapped to non pseudogapped crossover for t′/t = 0.6 and
U/t = 6. (b) shows the distribution of (Aux. F.) moments at
temperatures corresponding to lower three T values in panel
(a) and another at a high temperature. Panel (c) shows the
evolution of distribution of fermion local moments, (see text
for discussion). Panels (d) and (e) respectively, show the
(Aux. F.) and quantum spin moment distribution at TL for
AF1 insulator (t′ = 0.5t), metal (t′ = 0.8t) and AF2 insu-
lating (t′ = 1.0t) phases at U = 5.6t. They show inhomoge-
neous moment distribution in the metallic phase (red line),
while sharply localized moment distribution in the insulating
phases. The t′ values are indicated against the curves in (d)
and (e).
In panel (c) we find that the metallic window at TL
closes to a point with increasing U to 6t, within numer-
ical accuracy. For t′/t < 0.8, the finite T evolution is
similar to that in panel (b), however, for t′/t > 0.8 the
low T AF2 is lost simultaneously with the insulator to
metal transition. The reason for the general asymmetry
in magnetic and metal insulator transition scale on either
sides of the metallic windows in panels (b) and (c) is that
larger frustration weakens the tendency of local moment
formation.
5. Spin fluctuations & the pseudogapped state: Fig. 6
(a) shows the DOS for a case where the system is a robust
insulator at T = TL, U = 6t and t
′ = 0.6t. Up on
increasing temperature from TL, we find that the gap
closes leading to a pseudogapped phase (data shown for
T = 0.1t). At T = 0.7t, the pseudogapped phase gives
way to a non pseudogapped phase (defining T ∗). In panel
(b) we show P (|m|), the real space distribution of the
magnitude of mi (Aux. F.), for four temperature values,
T = TL, TL < T < T
∗, T ∼ T ∗ and T >> T ∗. We
find that for T >> T ∗, P (|m|) is featureless. At T =
T ∗ = (∼ 0.7t), a hump starts to form at |m| ∼ 0.8,
which gradually sharpens with decreasing temperature
and leads to a uniform peak in the (Aux. F.) distribution
7at TL in the gapped phase.
To see the relation between (Aux. F.) distribution on
local moment formation and behavior in the fermionic
sector, in panel (c) the local moment distribution P (M)
are shown for these four temperatures and also at a very
high temperature value of 5t. The local moment at a site
i, is defined as Mi = 〈ni↑ − ni↓〉 = 〈ni〉 − 2〈ni↑ni↓〉 =
〈S2iz〉 = 〈(Si.Ω)2〉. Here 〈ni↑ + ni↓〉 = 〈ni〉. For un-
correlated case at half filling 〈ni〉 = 1, and 〈ni↑ni↓〉 →
〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉. Further, 〈ni,↑〉 = 〈ni,↓〉 = 1/2, implying M =
0.5 for the uncorrelated case. P (M) =
∑
Mi
δ(M−Mi) is
the moment distribution. At T = TL, the quantum spin
moment distribution shows a sharp peak at 0.8. With
increasing T , we see that the distribution becomes broad
and non uniform at intermediate temperatures (red curve
with upward triangles). However, at T = T ∗(= 0.7t)
a pronounced peak appears at around 0.6 (green curve
with downward triangles), which evolves slowly towards
the uncorrelated moment value of 0.5.
Thus there is a clear correlation between the local mo-
ments and the (Aux. F.) below the pseudogap scale.
This also shows that the pseudogapped metal at finite
T results from strong scattering of fermions from the lo-
cal moments and the (Aux. F.). A similar conclusion
can be drawn from the relation between (Aux. F.)’s and
local moments at T = TL across the re-entrant insulator-
metal-insulator transition. Data for this is shown in pan-
els (d) and (e.) In panel (d), we show P (|m|) at T = TL
for U/t = 5.6 at three different t′ values. The t′/t val-
ues chosen are AF1-I, PM-M and AF2-I, (see Fig. 5 (b)).
In panels (d) and (e), we again find that the pseudo-
gapped metal has a broad distribution of (Aux. F.) and
local moments, which in turn implies non uniform mag-
netic moment magnitudes. For both AF1-I and AF2-I,
the (Aux. F.) and local moment distributions are sharp.
From panel (e), we also see that the local moment mag-
nitude for AF1 is larger than AF2 at T = TL, due to
enhanced frustration.
6. Metallic response at finite T : So far we have estab-
lished the existence of a finite T PG metal and its origin
has been shown to be local moment fluctuations which
below T ∗ are largely controlled by (Aux. F.). Given this,
a natural question arises is about the finite temperature
transport properties. Fig. 7 (a) shows the evolution of
the resistivity (ρ(T )) with U at t′ = 0.8t. The fit of ρ(T )
with ρ(T ) = ATα +B, for the cases where it has a min-
ima at T = TL, shows a systematic deviation from the
FL prediction of α = 2. This is shown in panel (b). The
crossover from the FL to n-FL starts above U ∼ 0.5t. As
seen in panel (b), for larger U , α reduces rapidly over a
small window of ∆U ∼ 1.5t, to saturate to a a value of
0.8. The increase in value of ρ(T = TL) with U is due to
the enhancement of local moment and (Aux. F.) fluctu-
ations with U . Further increase in U causes divergence
of ρ(T ) as T → TL.
The inset in panel (b) shows optical conductivity at
T = TL, with increasing U . The finite T deviation of α
in the main panel, has a concomitant shift of the peak in
FIG. 7. Crossover from Fermi to non-Fermi liquid: Panel
(a) shows resistivity (measured in units of ~a0/pie2) against
temperature for different U values at fixed t′/t = 0.8. Here
a0 is the lattice spacing and e in the electronic charge. (b)
shows the evolution of the resistivity temperature exponent
α of (ρ = ATα + B) with U for t′ = 0.8t. The inset shows
evolution of the optical conductivity, σ(ω), with U for the
same t′ as in the main panel at T = TL. The U values for
each curve is indicated in the inset.
σ(ω) from ω = 0, showing a low T Drude to non-Drude
crossover as well.
Thus we conclude that both the pseudogapped phase
at finite T and its n-FL response are caused by the ther-
mally induced spatially inhomogeneous spin fluctuations.
We note however, that as T → 0, quantum fluctua-
tions are likely dress these stochastic thermally gener-
ated local moment fluctuations. On the other hand, till
very low T , we have qualitative agreement with DCA
calculations23,24 with regards to existence of n-FL be-
tween FL and Mott states with increasing U at fixed
t′. So it is likely that in this parameter and tempera-
ture regime, the quantum fluctuation corrections are only
quantitative and does not qualitatively alter our conclu-
sions.
7. Single particle spectral function at T = TL: Given
the above conclusions, it is of importance to briefly in-
vestigate the fate of low T (= TL) Fermi surface with U
and t′. This will also serve as a benchmark against re-
sults where quantum fluctuation can be systematically
added49 to MF-MC.
In Fig. 8, panels (a) to (d) show single particle spectral
function A(k, ω) at ω = µ, where µ is the chemical po-
tential for half filling. Implementation is discussed in the
Appendix subsection C. For U = 0 it shows sharp peaks
and traces out the Fermi surface (FS). With increasing
U , the spectral weight peaks (at the non interacting FS),
keeps getting broader and smaller in amplitude. The
dramatic broadening is shown in panel (e) for four mo-
mentum points q1, q2, q3 and q4. The sharp peaks rapidly
broaden with U , and by U = 3t, the inverse of the full
width at half maxima is miniscule, to have any reasonable
life time of quasiparticle excitations. The rapid increase
in the non uniformity of the (Aux. F.) fluctuations with
increasing U is shown in panel (f). The local moment
fluctuations are similar as well (not shown). These results
corroborate the earlier conclusion that thermally gener-
8FIG. 8. Panels from (a) to (d) show single particle spectral function for U/t = 0,1,3 and 4 at ω = µ. The data is shown for
t′/t = 0.8. The sharp spectral weight peaks at the U = 0 non interacting Fermi surface get broadened with U and decreases
in amplitude as indicted by the color scale. Panel (e) shows spectral weight as a function of U at the k-points q1, q2 in the
main panel and q3, q4 in the inset respectively. These reference k-points are shown in panel (b). Panel (f) shows (Aux. F.)
distribution for t′/t = 0.8 as a function of U . Panels (g) and (h) respectively show A(k, ω) along k = (0, 0) to (pi, 0) to (pi, pi)
and back to (0, 0) for t′/t = 0.8 and t′/t = 0.5 at U = 5.6t. The dashed white lines in (g) and (h) denote the chemical potential.
Both maps are drawn to the same color scale ranging from 0 (black) to 1 (yellow). Panel (i) shows the fixed momentum cross
section as a function of energy for t′/t = 0.8. The momentum values for the two curves are indicated in the figure and marked
by arrows at the top of panel (g). All data shown are for T = TL.
ated spatially inhomogeneous local moment fluctuations
cause fermion scattering and destroy the FL state. In
the panels (a) to (f) we have discussed the fattening and
eventual destruction of the quasiparticle and FL starting
from the non-interacting limit.
In panels (g) to (i) we show the complementary sit-
uation, where we study the the effect of frustration (t′)
on the large U Mott state. Panel (g), shows A(k, ω) at
ω = µ for t′ = 0.8t and U = 5.6t along the symmetry
direction (0, 0) to (pi, 0) to (pi, pi) to (0, 0). For reference
in (h), the t′ = 0.5t and U = 5.6t, A(k, ω = µ) is also
shown which is a Mott state, and depict the components
of the lower and upper Hubbard sub-bands. Up on in-
creasing t′, the Hubbard sub-bands broaden and merge
thereby generating a non-zero weight at µ. This is shown
in panel (i) for two particular k values. This parameter
point has a metallic response however there is no clear
description in terms of quasiparticles.
IV. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
In this paper we have used the Monte Carlo-Mean Field
approach to study the effects of correlation and frustra-
tion in the Hubbard model at half filling. We have shown
extensive benchmarks of the MC-MF results with a num-
ber of approaches such as Gutzwiller variational scheme,
C-DMFT and DCA, establishing that MC-MF results
are consistent with these at T = 0 results. We have
established that the Fermi liquid to Mott transition with
increasing U , in presence of intermediate to large frus-
tration (t′), is not a direct transition. It goes through
a pseudogapped metallic phase that violates Fermi liq-
uid behavior. We have shown that the intimate relation
between Auxiliary field fluctuations and quantum local
moments and their thermal fluctuations can lead to this
non Fermi liquid behavior and how the pseudogapped
state crossover to a normal metal at high temperature
(T ∗). We end he paper with a brief discussion the MC-
MF technique.
A prerequisite for the MC-MF method to work reliably
is to choose a mean field decoupling that captures all the
phases of interest at a mean field level (at T = 0). Thus,
the choice of mean field part is, particularly crucial. For
example a pairing channel decoupling of the Hubbard
term (within B-dG mean field) that capture supercon-
ductivity for U < 0, or a slave rotor mean formalism on
a frustrated lattice can capture spin liquid phase or even
the Anderson-Suhl peak in doped Mott insulators. Em-
ploying these mean fields and appropriately treating the
(Aux. F.) variables within a classical MC will allow the
study of finite T physics, that goes beyond simple finite
T mean field. Just like the regime of preformed local
moment, in the case of superconductivity for example,
preformed pairs above Tc and their eventual coherence
leading to the long range superconductivity can be cap-
tured using the MC-MF approach. In this sense there is
no real limitation of the approach in terms of parameters,
doping and temperature.
9With regards to accuracy, the MC-MF method should
be thought as an intermediate between simple finite T
mean field theory and the full DQMC approach. It also
gives the opportunity (for example, by compare MC-MF
results with very low T DQMC results, where there are
no sign problem issues), to disentangle roles of quantum
and thermal fluctuation. Typically, n-FL at finite T but
near a T = 0 phase transition, existence of pseudogapped
metal and its fanning out with increasing temperature,
as for example in Fig. 5 (c), is considered to be driven
primarily by quantum fluctuations. However, many of
these features are reproduced by thermal fluctuations
then treated properly, as is done in the present paper.
It will be certainly interesting to see extent of dressing
if quantum fluctuations are systematically built in. Will
stochastic (thermal) fluctuations be rendered more co-
herent due to quantum correlations or not, remains to be
seen. An effort in this direction to dress the (Aux. F.)
thermal fluctuations with quantum dynamics by comput-
ing the partition function with Random Phase Approxi-
mation (RPA) corrections on the Hartree-Fock states and
using the same to perform the classical MC is currently
being undertaken by the authors.
Finally, the controlled study of role of strong correla-
tion and frustration effects in the Hubbard model across
all parameter regimes and from low to high temperature
is of value both from a theoretical stand point as well as
for materials physics.
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APPENDIX
In the subsection A we discuss the derivation of the
Heff used in the main paper. In subsection B we present
the technical details of solution methodology and in sub-
section C, we define the various indicators used to study
the effective Hamiltonian.
A. Derivation of Heff
ni,↑ni,↓ =
1
4
(n2i )− (Si · Ωˆi)2. (3)
Here, the spin operator is Si =
~
2
∑
α,β c
†
i,ασα,βci,β ,
~ = 1, {σx, σy, σz} are the Pauli matrices, and Ωˆ is
an arbitrary unit vector. In the previous identity, we
have used the fact that (Si · Ωˆi)2 = (Si,x)2 = (Si,y)2 =
(Si,z)
2. This rotation invariant decoupling results in
the correct Hartree-Fock saddle point after implement-
ing a Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) decomposition. We
start with the partition function Z = Tre−βH where
the trace is over all particle numbers and site occupa-
tions. β = 1/T , with kB set to 1. We divide the
interval [0, β] into M equally spaced slices, defined by
β = M∆τ , separated by ∆τ and labeled from 1 to M .
For large M, we employ the usual Suzuki-Trotter decom-
position, to write e−β(Ho+H1) = (e−∆τHoe−∆τH1)M to
first order in ∆τ . From Eq. (2) and the HS identity,
e−∆τU
∑
i[
1
4 (n
2
i )−(Si·Ωˆi)2], for any time slice ′l′, is found to
be proportional to,∫
dφi(l)d∆i(l)d
2Ωi(l)×
e−∆τ [
∑
i(
φi(l)
2
U +iφi(l)ni+
∆i(l)
2
U −2∆i(l)Ωˆi(l).Si)]
Here two auxiliary fields, φi(l) that couples to the local
charge density, and ∆i(l) that couples to the spin density
are introduced. Defining the product ∆i(l)Ωˆi(l) as a new
vector auxiliary field, mi(l) at every site we can write the
partition function as:
Z = const.× Tr
1∏
l=M
∫
dφi(l)d
3mi(l)e
−∆τ [Ho+
∑
i(
φi(l)
2
U +iφi(l)ni+
mi(l)
2
U −2mi(l).Si)] (4)
The integrals are over the auxiliary fields, {φi(l),mi(l)}
at every site and the argument l denotes imaginary time
slice label. The product over l from M to 1 implies time
ordered products over time slices, with the earlier times
appearing to the right. Finally, the d3mi(l) in the in-
tegral, implies integration over the amplitude and ori-
entation of vector auxiliary fields, mi(l).Dropping the τ
dependence of (Aux. F.) allows us to extract an effective
Hamiltonian from Z. To make a further simplification to
treat the φi Aux. field at its saddle point. While this is
not necessary, it reduces the number of Aux. fields to be
handled per site and leads to efficient computation. Thus
in the effective Hamiltonian (Heff ) the fermions couple
to the ‘static’ HS field mi and to the average local charge
density. With the redefinition mi → U2 mi we can finally
write the effective Hamiltonian as:
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Heff = Ho +
U
2
∑
i
(〈ni〉ni −mi.σi) (5)
+
U
4
∑
i
(mi
2 − 〈ni〉2)− µ
∑
i
ni
B. Solution of Heff
Heff coincides with the mean-field Hamiltonian at
T = 0, where mi has the interpretation of the local mag-
netization. However at finite temperature these (Aux.
F.) do not play the role of magnetization and should be
thought simply as some classical variables (as we have
dropped the τ dependence) which can take arbitrary am-
plitude and angular fluctuations.
We simulate Heff by sampling the {mi} fields within a
classical Monte Carlo (MC) coupled with exact diagonal-
ization for the fermion sector. We start the calculation at
a high temperature with a random configuration of {mi}
(Aux. F.)’s and uniform on site densities ({〈ni〉}). For
a fixed {mi} configuration, the Hamiltonian Eq. 5 is di-
agonalized. Eigenvectors are used to recompute the new
{〈ni〉}. This process is repeated till the self consistent
set of {〈ni〉} are obtained. The {〈ni〉}and the {mi} are
used to compute the free energy of the system. Then as
in usual single site update scheme the {mi} (Aux. F.) at
some site is changed and the above process is repeated to
compute the free energy of the system with the updated
configuration. Finally a Metropolis algorithm is used to
accept/reject the move. The goal of our calculation is
to generate large number of equilibrium configurations
of the (Aux. F.) {mi} at a given temperature. These are
stored so that at any time the eigenvectors/eigenvalues of
the full system can be readily computed without having
to rerun the full simulation. The desired density of half
filling is maintained by adjusting the chemical potential
(µ).
For accessing large system sizes we employ the travel-
ing cluster approximation50,51 (TCA) with a 82 cluster
used to anneal at 322 system. All parameters are in units
of the hopping t. We employ 4000 MC system sweeps
among which 2000 are used to thermalize the system,
and the rest for calculating observables. We define a MC
system sweep to consist sequentially visiting every lat-
tice site and updating the local mi followed by the above
mention Metropolis algorithm. The local density 〈ni〉 is
computed from the eigenvectors after each diagonaliza-
tion. We start the calculation at high temperature and
then gradually cool down to lower temperatures.
We study the formation of local moments as explained
below, we start the MC at T/t = 100 and cool down in
steps of ∆T/t = 10 up to 10. From T/t=10 to 1, we
use a step size of 1.0. Again the temperature is lowered
from 1.0t to 0.3t by grid width 0.1t. After that T/t is
decreased from 0.3 to 0.1 with interval 0.05. Then it
is made down to 0.01t from 0.1t with spacing of 0.01t.
Below this temperature, specifically from 0.01t to 0.005t,
we reduce further with the interval 0.001t. This slow
process allows us to avoid getting stuck metastable states.
C. Definitions of the indicators
We use the static magnetic structure factor (Sq), den-
sities of states (DOS), real space spin correlation func-
tion C(r) and optical conductivity σ(ω) in our study.
These are defined as follows. The DOS is defined as
N(ω) =
∑
m δ(ω−ωm), where ωm are the eigenvalues of
the fermionic sector and the summation runs up to the
total number of eigenvalues. N(ω) is calculated by em-
ploying standard Lorentzian representation of δ function.
The broadening used for the Lorentzian is ∼ BW/2N2,
where BW is the fermionic bandwidth at U = 0. 200
N(ω) samples are obtained from the 2000 system sweeps
at every temperature. We discard 10 MC steps between
measurements to avoid self-correlations in the data. The
200 N(ω) samples are used to obtain thermally averaged
〈N(ω)〉T at a given temperature. These are further av-
eraged over data obtained from 10-20 independent runs
with different random number seeds. Similar process is
used for computing averages of all other observables. The
static magnetic structure factor is defined as
Sq =
1
N2
∑
i,j
eiq·(ri−rj)〈Si · Sj〉, (6)
The spin correlation function is defined as,
C(|r|) = 1
P
∑
|r|=|i−j|,a
(−1)|i−j|〈Sai Saj 〉. (7)
In C(|r|) the summation runs over all P pairs of sites at
a distance |r| and is normalized accordingly. The sum
over a runs over the three directions x, y, and z.
The real space distribution of magnitudes of the aux-
iliary field mi is defined as P (|m|) =
∑
i δ(|m| − |mi|),
where i runs over the lattice sites. Similar to the other
quantities, the average P (|m|) is obtained by averaging
over 100 to 200 configurations at a given temperature.
The d.c conductivity σdc is estimated by the Kubo-
Greenwood expression52 for the optical conductivity. In
a one-electron model system:
σ(ω) =
pie2
N~a0
∑
α,β
(nα−nβ) |fαβ |
2
β − α δ(ω− (β − α)). (8)
The fαβ are the matrix elements of the current op-
erator, e.g., 〈ψα|jx|ψβ〉, and the current operator it-
self (in the tight-binding model) is given by jx =
ia0
∑
i,σ[t(c
†
i,σci+a0xˆ,σ − h.c) + t′(c
†
i,σci+a0xˆ+a0yˆ,σ − h.c)].
The ψα are single-particle eigenstates, and α are the cor-
responding eigenvalues. The nα = f(µ − α) are Fermi
factors. We can compute the low-frequency average,
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σav(µ,∆ω,N) = (∆ω)
−1 ∫∆ω
0
σ(µ, ω,N)dω, using peri-
odic boundary conditions in all directions. The averaging
interval is reduced with increasing N , with ∆ω ∼ B/N .
Here the constant B is fixed by setting ∆ω = 0.008t at
N = 322. Ideally, the d.c. conductivity is finally obtained
as σdc(µ) = limL→∞σav(µ,B/L,L). However, given the
extensive numerical cost of our calculation, we simply
use the result of 322 system as our σdc(µ). The chemical
potential is set to target the required electron density n.
The spectral function we have calculated is defined as
A(k, ω) =
2d2∑
λ=1
| 〈kσ | λ〉 |2δ(ω − Eλ) (9)
=
2d2∑
λ=1
|
d2∑
j=1,σ
e−ik·rj 〈jσ | λ〉 |2δ(ω − Eλ) (10)
Where rj is the spatial coordinate of the lattice site j
and 〈jσ | λ〉 is the projection of the eigen vector | λ〉 on
real space basis | jσ〉 at site j with spin σ. In the above
expression λ runs over 2d2 eigenvectors with eigenvalue
Eλ. j and σ run over the sites and spins respectively.
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